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INTRODUCTION

Hematopoietic stem cell transplantation (HCT) is a potentially

curative treatment modality in a variety of genetic, hematologic,

and oncologic disorders. Bone marrow or mobilized peripheral

blood hematopoietic stem cells (HSC) from allogeneic or autolo-

gous sources has been successfully used in the treatment of life-

threatening conditions. Human umbilical cord blood contains

relatively large numbers of HSC that can be used in life-saving

HCT [1]. Since the first report of a successful transplantation in a

patient with Fanconi anemia using an umbilical cord unit (CBU)

in 1989 [2], there has been a steady increase in the use of CBU as

a source for hematopoietic stem cells [3] for HCT. There are now

over 120 cord blood banks worldwide; over 900,000 CBUs are

stored by the private sector and over 400,000 in public cord blood

banks [4]. At present, the use of CBU has been limited, almost

exclusively to allogeneic HCT in the treatment of hematological,

genetic, and immune deficiency disorders in patients who do not

have a matched family or unrelated donor. In comparison, of

14,000 allogeneic HCT from CBU only 100 were done for auto-

logous indications [4].

In the past 3 years we have seen three patients at our respect-

ive institutions with severe aplastic anemia (SAA) whose CBUs

had been collected at birth and stored for years prior to onset

of pancytopenia. At the request of the parents and with the

understanding of other options and consent to the experimental

nature of the treatment, the patients were treated with an immu-

nosuppressive therapy (IST) followed by HCT from their

autologous CBUs. All patients had a complete initial response

to therapy and two of the three continue to be disease free for 37

and 58 months, respectively. The third patient experienced SAA

recurrence 17 months post-transplant. In the third patient further

IST resulted in a partial response and the patient remains trans-

fusion independent for more than 2 years. Although our experi-

ence is not sufficient evidence of the validity of autologous

cord blood transplant in treatment of SAA, it does provide an

opportunity to revisit the issues regarding private collection and

cryo-preservation of CBUs for potential use in hematopoietic cell

transplantation.

Autologous HCT is not a practical treatment choice in SAA

due to primary marrow failure. In fact, only one case has been

reported of successful recovery of hematopoiesis after autologous

HCT, and in this case the HSC were collected between aplastic

crises [5]. Allogeneic HCT from unrelated CBU transplants has

resulted in good outcomes in children and may be associated

with reduced risks of graft-versus-host disease compared to

HSC obtained from adult marrow or peripheral blood stem

cells [6,7]. The moral, social, and ethical perspectives of private

banking have been discussed in various forms and reviewed

by experts from diverse medical fields [8–11]. There are few

recognized indications for autologous HCT in pediatrics and

they are primarily for solid tumors such as neuroblastoma,

Ewing’s family of tumors, and brain tumors. Only a handful of

reports have documented the actual use of autologous CBU

in HCT for classical hematopoietic disorders, such as ALL and

SAA [12,13].

THE CORD BLOOD BANKING CONTROVERSY

Cells obtained from CBU are multi-potent, theoretically

capable of restoring hematopoietic, epithelial, endothelial and

neural tissues both in vitro and in vivo. Stem cells from CBU

are candidates for future use in the treatment of a wide variety of

diseases including cardiovascular, ophthalmic, orthopedic, neuro-

logical, and endocrine diseases. At this time, however, clinical

uses remain in the realm of early exploratory investigation [14].

There is broad consensus that CBUs, a product otherwise dis-

carded, may offer a reliable source of HSC that can be stored,

tissue-typed, and made available at short notice [15]. Collecting

CBUs on a large scale has potential for improving access to HCT

for ethnic groups currently under-represented in the National
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Marrow Donor Program (NMDP) or other large unrelated donor

registries. The merit of public cord blood banking programs such

as NMDP, in which parents altruistically donate CBU for poten-

tial HCT in unrelated recipients, has long been recognized [15].

Allogeneic HCT from unrelated CBU transplants have outcomes

in children similar to those seen with adult marrow or peripheral

blood stem cells [6,7,16]. Similarly, double-cord transplants in

adults have recently been reported to have outcomes comparable

to those seen with matched unrelated donors. In addition to public

banking, it is now a common practice to store CBU from new-

borns in families having a sibling with a known malignant or non-

malignant condition that may benefit from HCT. The question

under discussion here is whether there is, as the outcome in our

three patients may suggest, a benefit to families to store autolo-

gous CBU [17–19]?

Clinical Considerations

The primary appeal for parents to collect and store autologous

CBU, is the perception of biological insurance [20] as a potential

HSC source for future use, should the child develop a condition

that constitutes an indication for autologous HCT. The indications

for autologous HCT in the pediatric populations are limited to the

occasional patient with a recurrent lymphoma and a few selected

solid tumors, mostly neuroblastoma. The European Group for

Blood and Marrow Transplantation (EBMT) reported that only

650 of a total of 12,732 (5%) autologous HCT were done for

pediatric indications in 2000 [21]. This represents less than 1

autologous HCT per million children. The probability for use of

an autologous CBU might be slightly higher if one includes SAA,

with an estimated incidence of around 3/million in children.

Private banks advertise potential use of cord blood for children

with leukemia; however, the use of autologous CBU for ALL or

AML, the most common indications for HCT in pediatrics, cannot

be included in these calculations as autografting is considered

inferior to allografting, due to the importance of the graft-ver-

sus-leukemia (GVL) effect. Including contributions from all likely

autologous CBU uses in pediatrics, translates to a probability of

roughly 4/million, or 0.4/100,000, that an autologous, stored

CBU could be used to provide a source for an individual HCT.

It should be mentioned that for all of these indications, with the

exception of aplastic anemia, there are no data to suggest that an

autologous cord would have any advantage over autologous cells

collected in the conventional manner.

What about the potential for other uses of privately stored

CBU? Over the last few years several reports have demonstrated

the role of double cord transplants in adults [17,22–24]. This

rapidly developing area may result in an increased use for HCT

from related, at least partially matched CBUs for family members

in need of HCT. Furthermore, as the research in the field of

regenerative medicine continues to advance, CBU are increas-

ingly used as cell sources for both cellular or tissue therapies,

particularly with respect to multi-lineage differentiation, cord-

derived mesenchymal cells, and very small embryonic-like

(VSEL) stem cells [23–27]. Hypothetically, there may come a

time, when stored autologous CBU becomes an available source

for HCT as well as for targeted regenerative therapies; however,

this promise is futuristic and, at this time, lacks clinically com-

pelling evidence to justify storage of autologous CBU for possible

use in adulthood.

Economic Considerations

Realistically, there appears to be a low probability of needing

an autologous transplant from a CBU. The various estimates

range from a likely overstated 1 in 10,000, to a more realistic 1

in 250,000 [28]. The price tag for the first year of private storage,

including collection, shipping and storage fees, varies between

$1995 and $2195, followed by an annual storage fee of $125.

More than 210,000 and 145,000 CBU, respectively, were col-

lected by the two largest privately owned cord blood banks in

the United States. Of 68 CBU released for transplant from the first

bank, 43 were used for allogeneic HCT (hematological malignan-

cies, n ¼ 30 and non-malignant disorders, n ¼ 13) and 25 were

released for use in autologous HCT. The indication for autologous

HCT using CBU was SAA in four instances; the other 21 were

used for early exploratory investigational indications such as

cerebral palsy, diabetes mellitus type I, and anoxic brain injury

[29]. Thirty-four of 39 CBUs released from the second bank were

for allogeneic HCT; indications for allogeneic HCT included

malignancies (n ¼ 9) and non-malignant conditions (n ¼ 25).

Five units were released for autologous HCT for SAA (1), neuro-

blastoma (1), and brain tumor (1) and 2 CBU were released for

early exploratory indications (diabetes mellitus type I and dys-

genesis of corpus callosum) [30]. Thus, of more than 355,000

CBU stored in these large 2 banks, 77 CBUs were used for

established indications for allogeneic HCT (about 1/4610, or

0.06%) but only 7 units (<1/50,000, or 0.0002%) were actually

released for autologous HCT, the primary stated goal of these

banks. In comparison, the international NETCORD had 6,251

CBU releases of an inventory of 114,546 units (5.4%) for allo-

geneic HCT done for standard indications [31].

Ethical Considerations

The ethical objections to private collection of autologous CBU

include the argument that private CBU banks exploit expectant

parents at a time of emotional vulnerability. As expressed by the

American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) Study Group, ‘‘Families

may be vulnerable to emotional marketing at the time of birth

of a child and may look to their physicians for advice. No

accurate estimates exist of the likelihood of children to need their

own stored cells.’’ The AAP policy concluded that private CBU

banking should not be recommended as biological insurance

except for instances where a related family member has a current

or potential need for stem cell transplantation. Furthermore,

private autologous CBU enterprises may create unequal access

due to social and economic gaps in affordability, while public

CBU banking aims to increase the pool of available hematopoietic

cell sources in ethnic and social groups that are under-represented

in the NMDP. Similarly, in 2001 the United Kingdom’s Royal

College of Obstetricians and Gynaecologists stated that routine,

directed commercial CBU storage could not be justified

scientifically, was logistically difficult, and therefore could not

be recommended [32]. The French National Consultative Ethics

Committee for Health and Life Sciences in 2002 [33] and the

European Group of Ethics in Science and New Technologies

affiliated with the European Union also reached similar

conclusions in 2004 [34]. In addition, in 1999, concern about

donor health was raised by the AAP, which suggested that early

cord clamping could deprive the infant of a placental blood
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transfusion, resulting in lower blood volume and increased risk

for anemia later in life [8].

Logistic Considerations

The argument in favor of private collection of autologous CBU

is the freedom of choice. If parents make an informed decision,

they should have the option of donating cord blood to a public

bank or storing in a private bank for autologous or sibling use.

Part of the problem is that public banking is not available to many

families, depending upon the affiliations of their hospital with

public banks. Theoretically, a donation to a public bank could

be utilized by the donor (as a perfect match) and could serve

both an altruistic and a biological insurance purpose. This public

bank option is available only to a small proportion of families,

depending on whether their child is delivered at a participating

hospital, and even if available, there are quotas for all but under-

represented ethnicities.

CONCLUSIONS

When pediatric hematologists/oncologists are asked, as we

frequently are, regarding private storage of a newborn CBU, we

owe the public an objective, evidence-based answer. At this time,

the estimated risk of developing SAA or any of the few indica-

tions for autologous HCT in childhood appears to be too low (<1/

50,000) to justify the burden on individual families, on medical

grounds. However, the lengths to which parents will go to protect

their children, from a true or perceived threat, often supersede

necessity, and many families would like the option of preserving

their child’s cord blood. For many families private banking could

be a rational, albeit expensive option as a safeguard against future

malignancies or for future development in the sciences of cell

therapeutics.

From a medical point of view, until further research proves

otherwise, directed and private collection and storage of CBU

should be encouraged only in cases where a potential use is

justified by evidence-based clinical judgment. From a societal

perspective, since the inventory of privately stored CBU exceeds

that of the public banks, it would make sense to find a way to

utilize adequate CBUs from privately stored inventories for well

established indications for HCT, when alternative sources are not

available. Term duration of storage, a priori consents by the

donating parents with possible reimbursement for costs, or similar

arrangements, might bridge the gap between the principle of free-

dom of choice and the practical and economic aspects of private

banking of CBU.
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